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WITNESS STATEMENT

Criminal Procedure Rules, r27.2; Criminal Justice Act 1967, s.9; Magistrates' Courts Act 1980, s.5b

Statement of: COTTON, DANY

Age if under 18: (if over 18 insert 'over 18') Occupation: FIRE OFFICER

This statement (consisting of 32 page(s) each signed by me) is true to the best of my knowledge and
belief and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have
wilfully stated in it anything which I know to be false, or do not believe to be true.

Signature: DANY COTTON Date: 21/02/2018

Tick if witness evidence is visually recorded 0 (supply witness details on rear)

This statement describes my role on the night of the fire at Grenfell Tower, Kensington on 14th June 2017

and the days following.

I am the Commissioner of the London Fire Brigade (LFB). I was appointed the role of Commissioner on

the 1st of January this year 2017. This was an interim post initially, due to changes in the legislation

around the incoming Police and Crime Act. Ironically, it had been prearranged that I was to be promoted

to the substantive rank on 14th June 2017.

As Commissioner, I have overall responsibility for the running of the London Fire Brigade. I report to a

board of Elected Members, and I also currently report separately into the Mayor. My responsibilities day-

to-day are maintaining the personnel, the budget and the training. I have three different directors running

three different directorates who do the day-to-day business. As Commissioner I now have overall

responsibility for the health and safety and well-being for all of the staff in the London Fire Brigade. I

have a designated Head of Health and Safety who is a non-uniform professional with previous experience

working within the Health and Safety Executive (HSE). He has the responsibility for overseeing the day-

to-day management of this function and overseeing accident investigations etc., but obviously as the

person in charge of the London Fire Brigade, it is my responsibility to be in charge of the health and

safety of everyone in the organisation. Basically, everything that goes on involving London Fire Brigade

is my responsibility. I could explain in detail each role and core responsibility I have, but to assist, I have

handed DC WATSON a printed copy of my job description, which I identify as my exhibit DAC/1.
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I've been an operational officer since April 1988 when I joined as a firefighter at the age of 1. I've

worked my way up through the ranks and have spent the last five years in the Principle Management

Team Role. Before being appointed as Commissioner I was the Director of Safety and Assurance, and

prior to that I was an Assistant Commissioner in charge of Operational Assurance. Roles around Health

and Safety and Operational Assurance have been in my remit for the last five years prior to my current

appointment. As Director of Safety and Assurance I was responsible for Health and Safety, Training and

Operational Assurance with different heads of service reporting to me. A Director is the equivalent of a

Deputy Commissioner.

In my two previous roles I was in charge of the team that developed all of the incident command

assessments. This was for Senior Officers and others going for promotion. Following the Lakanal fire,

one of the things we focused on was high rise firefighting and our response to that. We use the Lakanal

fire as an exercise scenario for officers. I developed it and was involved in a lot of the assessments as

well. I've also run several strategic incident command assessment centres for internal and external

candidates coming into London where we've used high rise as a scenario. It's something I've been

familiar with and done quite a lot of training on. Had I set up the fire at Grenfell Tower as an Incident

Command Scenario, people would have said that it was unrealistic because it would never happen. I can

confirm that I did not personally attend the Lakanal House fire in 2009, but was involved in some of the

subsequent work to improve incident command at high rise incidents. I was also involved in the incident

command related work associated with the Coroner's Rule 43 recommendation.

I've been to numerous high rise fires in my career across different areas of London. I've been to ones

where they've involved abnormal fire loading because people have hoarded too much stuff in their house.

The only time I've seen external fire spread is during summer months. If a window is open and a

compartment is on fire, say the curtains are on fire, then flames and heat can travel up and into the flat

above via another open window. But I have never seen the outside of a building burn in the manner

witnessed at Grenfell. I've seen fires where a flat has been completely burnt out, where the windows have

broken and there's soot staining and marking on the outside of the building. But I have never seen the

outside of the building on fire. The Lakanal fire took place on a hot summer's day and it was very windy

and although the fire went to different parts of the building it did not spread up the outside.
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On the night of the fire at Grenfell Tower I acted as a Monitoring Officer at the Fire Ground. It's not a

role that all Fire and Rescue Services use, but it's something that the LFB employs, and that the Health

and Safety Executive (HSE) have recommended as good practice.

We recognise that when an Incident Commander turns up to an incident they are very tasked focused.

They have to devise a plan and achieve everything on it. A Monitoring Officer comes along to effectively

provide support, guidance and reassurance. This officer is always the next rank up. As a more senior and

usually more experienced officer, they can effectively critique the Incident Commander's plan, discuss it

and have an overview. Because Monitoring Officers are not directly in charge of the incident they are

able to step back and have that wider view of the incident. It's a very useful role for information sharing

and offers a means of double checking with people in terms of what's actually going on. It's also enables

the Monitoring Officer to provide feedback on performance and to talk through any areas for

development. We can also use the feedback at our performance reviews so it's a really good extra level of

command and reassurance. The Monitoring Officer does have the right, if they feel it's needed, to take

over command at an incident. Had I chosen to do so, I could have taken the command role away from

Assistant Commissioner Andy ROE, as he Was Incident Commander on my arrival. However, I

deliberately chose not to do that and I actually verbalised the fact I was not going to do that. I was fully

satisfied with his plan; I was fully satisfied with the level of control he had. Also, I was aware that had I

assumed command, I would have been sucked into doing the tactical plan and so removed from my others

roles including one of information sharing with other people in and outside of London.

The fire took place in Grenfell Tower, in the borough of Kensington and Chelsea. I have never worked in

this part of London and until this incident had never been to or had knowledge of Grenfell Tower. I didn't

even know that it existed. Fire Fighting crews will have been into the building to conduct a 7(2)d

familiarisation visit. This is one of the normal roles of a firefighter. They visit buildings on their ground

to familiarise themselves not only with the layout of the building but also with things like where to plug

into for the dry rising main, where they would park, where the hydrant is etc. I suspect they would also

have been inside the building to fit smoke alarms. There was a legislation change in 2004 and

subsequently our responsibilities are now different. There are large numbers of high rise buildings in

London, and it's not an absolute requirement to inspect every one. However, I would be very surprised if

the local fire crews had never been into Grenfell Tower.
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In detailing my actions on the night, and the subsequent days, of the Grenfell Tower fire, I should explain

that I have had issues with my memory, which I believe is linked to the traumatic nature and sheer scale

of the incident. I deliberately didn't write any notes at the time of the incident, because I had such poor

recall of the night's events and I'd hoped they would improve I have subsequently undergone an

accredited counselling technique called EDMR with a view to improving my memory recall. This has

been conducted by my counsellor Ann SCOGGIN who is part of LFB's in house Counselling and Well

Being Team. I have undergone two episodes of this, but it has not been terribly successful as I still have

some huge memory blanks.. I'm still finding it very difficult to look at visual images and have

conversations about Grenfell. I'm still responsible for effectively running the London Fire Brigade, and

everything else that's involved in that. It would be no good for me to fall apart. Therefore, I have not

spent huge amounts of time in my head looking and thinking about Grenfell Tower. In speaking to police

to provide this statement, this will actually be the first time I have talked through the whole incident.

To assist in this statement, where needed, I have utilised google maps, handwritten notes, an incident

timeline, a transcript of decision logs and an outgoing call log for my work mobile phone. In examining

these, they have assisted in organising my recall. I have handed these to DC WATSON and identify them

as my exhibits accordingly:

DAC/2 - Print of Google Maps showing Grenfell Tower and the surrounding area. This has been

annotated to show the locations of my car, the Command Unit CU8 and the Fire Survival Guide

Command Unit.

DAC/3 - My own handwritten notes. These are a combination of events that I can definitely time stamp.

These notes are sourced from exhibits DAC/4, DAC/5 and DAC/6. They have also been formed from my

own recollections albeit without an associated time, such as actions that I remember doing and

conversations I remember having. I wrote these out on 14/11/17.

DAC/4 - An incident timeline entitled "Timeline Grenfell House". This is created from a computer log of

information and comprises messages that are sent from the Fire Ground and from Control. Some input is

automatic, populated by the mobilising machines or the vision control system and some of the log is

typed in by Control Officers. Each entry is time stamped. The full version of this is some 700 pages. This

exhibit is a shortened version and something we used for our Performance Review of Command. It

contains the key messages about when various fire engines arrived, when they got ordered, when Senior
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Officers got ordered and what messages were sent such as assistance messages saying make pumps forty,

make command units four, all those requests for additional resources etc.

DAC/5 - Transcript of Decision Logging and Tactical Coordination Meeting minutes for Incident

Commander Andy ROE. This transcript was written by Jackie McCONOCHIE who was logging for

myself and AC Andy ROE. She remained on the Command Unit throughout her shift and so logged the

command decisions that were made by Andy ROE but also made by me, when Andy had left the

Command Unit to go to the Fire Ground and I was left in charge of the incident.

DAC/6 - Log of the outgoing calls made by my work mobile. The phone log does not show the calls I

received, and there are some entries which do not reflect outgoing calls or texts, but it has given me some

indication of who I phoned on the night and at what time.

On the night of the fire I was the Duty Brigade Manager. This is an operational role and it is shared

between myself and my two deputies. We provide 24/7 operational cover for London. It is standard

practice that our staff officers receive pager messages informing them of any large scale incidents. They

will then gather a large amount of information about the incident and then make the call to whoever is on

duty. This is the standard way that I would get notified of an operational incident. It's quite unusual for

the Principal Officers to go out. As Duty Brigade Manager I respond when there are more than 15 fire

engines deployed to an incident. At 16 pumps or above the Assistant Commissioner takes command of

the job and my role is to be the Monitoring Officer. This is very rare occurrence as thankfully there are

very few 40 pump fires in London. In fact, I was in charge of the last 40 pump fire which was on the day

of the Olympic closing ceremony. This was a fire at a waste recycling centre. Prior to that, the last 40

pump fire was in 1973. It's just a completely unheard of event, especially in a residential building.

I was made aware of the incident at Grenfell Tower as a result of a phone call from, my then Staff

Officer, Keeley FOSTER. This was at 0203 hours. It was a very short phone call, because she had only

just discovered the scale of the incident. As I understand it, she had been on the phone to our Mobilising

Control who had informed her that it was a twenty-five pump fire. However, whilst she was still on the

phone it became a forty pump fire at which point she ended that call as she needed to inform me. I don't

recall her exact words but the gist of it was 'There's a serious high-rise fire, it was twenty-five, it's just

gone forty, there are multiple Fire Survival Guidance Calls in progress'. My response was 'right, we need

to get going". I asked if she had the postcode for the incident. She replied that she didn't but that Rob
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DAVIES, staff officer to Tom GEORGE, my Director of Operations, was getting it. The staff officers

have a WhatsApp where they share information and Rob was collecting information for her. I replied

"Right, I'll get myself ready to go, just get someone to phone me back with the postcode." It was obvious

from the tone of her voice, that we had a serious incident and something very difficult was going on.

Keeley is a very calm-measured person. What I normally get from her is a very calm measured phone call

with a lot of detail around the incident. This is because there has usually been sufficient time to gather

that information and to understand the incident. However, that was not the case in this situation. It was so

busy in our control that Keeley got very limited information from them. Consequently, she had very little

to pass on to me. Actually, at that moment in time your best value is not in keeping Control Operator on

the phone because they have other work to do. If you spend a lot of time information gathering on the

phone; (a) it's delaying time deploying, and (b) it's tying up the Control Operator, who needs to be doing

something else. As she said "Twenty-five, it's just gone forty", I knew that it was something very

significant, and I needed to get there, and get there as fast as I could to then understand what was going

on.

My priority at that time was to actually get mobile and get to the scene. I am a blue light trained driver

and drive myself to incidents. I knew it was a fair distance from where I was in 1 went from

being asleep to wide awake, I got dressed, ran downstairs and got my car ready with its blue lights and set

up my communications. I have a hand held Airwave radio where I can hear information being relayed

between our Mobilising Control and the Command Unit at the incident. I don't hear the hand-held radios

of officers on the Fire Ground talking to each other, it's purely the main scheme radio talking to our main

controller and vice- versa. I also have my phones which are all connected with a hands-free kit inside my

car and operated using the steering wheel. These were all on my passenger seat, on my jacket, to stop

them sliding around. I got all of this ready in about five minutes.

This was at 0208 hours. As I was pulling off my drive, I received a phone call from a Staff Officer giving

me the postcode for Grenfell Tower. Kensington and Chelsea is not an area of London I am at all familiar

with; I have never served in the North-West of London and I have never been operationally over to that

area. And so although I had a vague idea of where to go, I was reliant on my Sat Nay. In inputting in the

postcode, it showed me a route that was 21.6 miles. I remember looking at it and thinking 'that's quite a

long way to go'.
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As I drove I listened to the Brigade radio on my Airwave. At this stage I was still unaware who was in the

role of Incident Commander at the fire ground. Pretty much, all I heard was information being relayed

about Fire Survival Guidance (FSG) Calls. This is information that our control receives from somebody

who is trapped in a building and who is speaking with a control operator. So, for example, if somebody

phones Control and says "My house is on fire, I'm trapped in my bedroom," that is a FSG Call. The

Control Operator will stay on the call, they will find out exactly which bedroom the caller is in, what they

can see looking out the window etc. In that way they can describe it to the fire engine that turns up. In this

example they may relay, 'There's a person in what sounds like a back bedroom, it's facing this particular

street', and any other information obtained so that we can then go and identify that person. It is this

information that is then passed to the Fire Ground from Control so that notes can be made as to who is

where in the building. It was this relay of information that I was hearing. On an average month we may

have one or two incidents of FSG and these normally involve just one person. On the radio I could hear

FSG's being constantly relayed from control to the Fire Ground and from multiple people so I had a

situational understanding that there were a lot of people in the building who were trapped. Many of these

were saying that they were unable to leave their premises, because the stairwell and the hall was full of

smoke, which gave me great cause for concern. I was concerned as there should not be a situation that

early in any building fire, where the common parts, by which I mean the hallway, the stairs and the

escape route, are full of smoke. That should just never happen. Buildings are constructed so that any

single compartment (which is what we call someone's flat), should maintain 60 minutes of fire protection

and this should not compromise the stairwell. So the fact that I could hear people saying "I can't get out

of my front door, there's thick smoke" was really concerning. I knew we had people trapped behind doors

who couldn't get out the flats by themselves.

I can't recall my exact route to Kensington and Chelsea but I know it took me through the Blackwall

Tunnel. We try to instil in Incident Commanders, or indeed any officer going to an incident, that while

you should listen and get information, you should not be pre-occupying your mind, while you are driving,

with making and receiving too many calls or getting too much information, as this is not conducive to

safe driving. Driving 'on the bell' is a high risk strategy at the best of times, and people don't always

respond to blue lights, especially if the lights are on unmarked vehicles. It's about a safe journey to get

there. Inevitably as a Monitoring Officer, I'm thinking about what I anticipate I'm going to see when I get

there, what I hope I'm going to see in place. I want to find out what's going on. I drove all the way there.

Even at that time of night, London's streets were quite busy and congested.
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On route I had two telephone calls.

One was with Staff Officer Rob DAVIES who was giving me an update. The other phone call was with

my Director of Safety Assurance, Steve APTER. Steve had been woken by Rob DAVIES and alerted to

the incident. I think Rob DAVIES may even have picked him up and brought him to Union Street. I

phoned Steve APTER because I wanted him to go to Brigade Headquarters at Union Street and start

setting up the Commissioner Group. I think I said something along the lines of "This is the situation, I

am heading to Grenfell Tower, I don't have the full situational awareness yet, but due to the nature of the

incident, I need you to go into Headquarters, and set up the Commissioner Group with Duty Assistant

Commissioner Dan DALY". It was not a long conversation.

The Commissioner Group runs the strategic co-ordination for the London Fire Brigade. This is a well-

rehearsed, well-practiced, Co-ordination Group that gets set up at Union Street. It runs specific functions

in order to maintain the strategic running of the brigade. It also does outward reach to partners in London

who have conversations with wider pan-London situations. It therefore takes away some of the pressure

from the Fire Ground in terms of co-ordination. It's based in my Commissioner's Conference Room. This

is a room with various different screens where we can watch the news feeds and view a visual down link

from the National Police Air Service helicopter.

I did not come over the Westway on approach to Grenfell Tower so I did not have any view of it until I

arrived. As I pulled up, I had a phone call from my Director of Operations, Tom George. He was actually

on holiday in, the Caribbean, but he had been alerted by his Staff Officer, and he phoned me saying "My

God What's happening, I can't believe I'm out of the country". I replied that! had just arrived. The road

my SatNav had taken me down was actually blocked by a fire engine, so I just pulled up onto a pavement

so as not to obstruct the road. I knew I was going to be here for a really long time. Sitting in my car I

could see the tower through my front windscreen. I was still on the phone to Tom and said; "What the

fuck? This can't actually be happening; I can't believe what I'm seeing." It just looked like something

from a disaster movie. Like a hideous mixture of 'Towering Inferno' and a video I was shown in training

school of a high rise fire in Sao Paulo where people jumped to escape. I think I said that in, as many

words to Tom, and he just said "I won't keep you, you need to go, I'll speak to you later." So my first

words about Grenfell Tower were down the phone to him, and most of them, consisted of the 'F' word.

That was at 0249 hours.
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I then 'booked in' using my AirWave radio. I pressed the button 7 on the handset which alerts Control

and sends a signal from my call sign 'Brigade Manager l' (BM1). They then came back and said 'Go

ahead'. I booked myself in attendance, which is status 3. This didn't get captured on the log, however I

know the time I arrived as I also took a photograph using my personal mobile at this time, which was

0251 hours. I wanted to remember what I had seen as I had pulled up. I have supplied this image to police

and identify as my exhibit DAC/7.

The next thing I did was get rigged into my fire gear. My operational uniform was in the boot of my car

and consists of boots, leggings, tunic, helmet, gloves. I also put on a tabard, which has 'Monitoring

Officer', written on it. This designates my role on the Fire Ground so the other officers know exactly

what my function is. I locked the car and put my car keys and mobile phones somewhere safe. This area

is a network of small roads and housing estates, so at the time I didn't actually know where I had parked.

In subsequently using Google Maps I now know that it was in Clarendon Road. I've indicated on DAC/2

where I believe I parked my car on that road.

I started running to the incident ground. I could see the tower. I ran past a road called Verity Close and I

thought I need to remember this, so that later on, I could find my car. I ran past this and then through a

housing estate. I ended up facing the tower with the Leisure Centre at my back and a grassy area in front

of Grenfell Tower. I just ran, keeping an eye on the Tower as I did. Actually, one thing you are trained in,

is to not run as this causes alarm. But at that point I was thinking that people were already quite alarmed,

so I continued. I ended up at the front face of the tower. I knew I needed to find the Command Unit which

had been set up, but before I left to find it, I did take a quick visual in my mind, a snap shot of what I

could see at the Tower. I looked to see what I could understand, and what was happening but it made no

sense to me, because buildings don't do that. I thought again, "What the fuck?"

I was aware that I needed to find the Incident Commander. As Monitoring Officer my role is to provide

some reassurance, guidance and Support. I thought then, whoever it is, is going to need a lot of

reassurance guidance and support. I then ran down the slope, and saw one of the Command Unit Staff. I

recognised him as such as he was wearing their red and white chequered tabards. I said "where's the

Command Unit?" He replied: "Do you want the Fire Survival Guidance one or the main Command Unit?

I said "No, the main one." He directed me and I ran down Grenfell Road and into Bomore Road where

the Command Unit in charge (CU8), was located. In running down Grenfell Road, I did go past the Fire

Survival Guidance Command Unit located there. I didn't stop because I knew that they were very busy
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and because I needed to see the Incident Commander. I opened the door of CU8 and briefly spoke to the

Command Unit staff along the lines of; "I'm here, I have already booked in by radio but just let you know

I'm here on the Command Unit, can you show me on the board as the Monitoring Officer".

A command Unit is essentially a lorry. Command Units are all the same and they can be used for different

functions. Inside there is a white board that you can write the organisational structure on. We also have an

electronic one that you can populate as well. We are in the process of replacing the electronic one because

it's not always reliable and it went down at 0403 hours on that night. We always back it up with the white

board in any case, so we know what's going on.

I then saw Assistant Commissioner Andy ROE and understood that he had assumed the role of Incident

Commander.

I should explain here, that the person assuming role of Incident Commander may change throughout any

one incident. It depends on who arrives on the scene and in what order. The first Incident Commander

will predominantly be a Watch Manager, and on the night of the fire at Grenfell Tower, it was the Watch

Manager in charge of North Kensington, Mike DOWDEN. The Watch Manager will normally take

command of the first scene when they get there. It will then normally go to a Station Manager, a Group

Manager, a Deputy Assistant Commissioner and Assistant Commissioner. It is then the number of fire

engines in attendance at an incident which determines who is in charge. Andy ROE would have been

deployed as a Monitoring Officer when there was between 13-15 pumps. He would have taken over the

role of Incident Commander at 16 plus pumps and that's the time when I came out as his Monitoring

Officer.

I know Andy very well, as I know all my officers very well. We had a relatively short conversation then. I

don't remember much of the detail but it was just a two-way conversation which began by me asking for

a brief summary of what was happening. He replied; "I'm about to have a Tactical Co-ordination Group

Meeting." He said "I'll give you a brief update, and then I'll give you a fuller update afterwards." He

asked if I wanted to stay for the Tactical Co-ordination Group (TCG) meeting but I said "No, I will go

onto the Fire Ground to get some situational awareness, while you have the TCG, and I will then come

back." He then said; "We've got the forty- pumps, they are here, we've got Multiple Fire Survival

Guidance Calls, we are fully committed in BA, into the Tower, making best endeavours to reach as many

people, and I'm about to get an update from all the sectors as to where we are, with what's going on."
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And I said "Okay, is there anything you want me to do while I'm out, and he said "Just tell me what you

see

So the role of Monitoring Officer is about supporting the Incident Commander who is on the Command

Unit. They will provide a brief summary of what they believe to be happening, and part of the Monitoring

Officer's Support Role is to go to the Fire Ground, to double check that for them. I concluded it was

pointless me, sitting on his shoulder for a TCG meeting listening to him and the other agencies talking

about everything. It's far more useful if I go out to the Fire Ground to make an assessment of what he

thinks is happening and then I can double check that for him. I felt it was also very important, because of

the significance of the event, that I went and looked at the building, and went into the building and spoke

to people so that I got a really good situational understanding of what was happening. I left the Command

Unit and walked back down Grenfell Road towards the Tower.

As I walked I made a couple of phone calls. These are recorded on my call log DAC/6. I phoned

somebody called John Paul GRAHAM (JP), who is one of Sadiq KHAN's strategic advisors and who was

in the role of GLA Gold that night. My call log (DAC/6) shows that I phoned JP at 0309 hours. During

the earlier, brief conversation with Andy ROE, we had predicted there were going to be a large number of

fatalities due to the amount of people in the tower. I knew the Mayor had to be informed and be made

strategically aware. So I phoned JP and said to him "It's me, are you aware of the fire in North

Kensington?" He said "I've no idea what you're talking about." I said "Switch the television on, there's a

large tower block fire, I'm anticipating we're going to have a number of fatalities, you need to let the

Mayor know." He said something on the lines of "Shit! Thank you. I'll speak to you in a bit." and put the

phone down. The call lasted 58 seconds. My call log also shows that I also spoke very briefly again to

Steve APTER following my call to JP. The call is timed at 0311 hours and lasted 29 seconds. I have no

recollection as regards the content of the conversation but assume that I was letting him know that I'd

alerted JP

Using the timings of these calls, I would estimate that I went into the Tower probably about 0312-0315

hours.

I got to the area between the walkway and the front of the building. This is the area where the dry rising

main outlet was located and was the first point of access in and out of the tower. Whilst there I spoke with

a few firefighters, just very brief conversations. I recall walking past a firefighter, possibly two, one of
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which might have been a Junior Officer with some sheets of paper on the floor. They were underneath the

covered walkway making notes. I think I was with one of our Operational Review Team, Mick

MULHOLLAND, but I'm not one hundred percent sure. I remember asking him a question as to why

there was an aerial appliance parked underneath the covered walkway. I saw that its front end was

sticking out, and was starting to be impacted by debris. I asked "Why is that there?" And he replied

"We've just housed it, and put it away, because it was catching fire when it was up, and actually pitched."

I said "Fine, okay."

I specifically remember going into the tower on this occasion, because it was the only time I went in via

this shorter route and in through the main doors. Later on this area became very badly compromised by

debris and a different, longer route of access was then established. At this time there were large bits of

falling debris coming down from the building, literally raining down. I've never seen anything like it. It

was raining constant debris and a lot of it was alight. In order to get across and into the Tower, there were

spotters on either side of the door, so somebody under the walkway, and somebody at the doorway

looking up all the time. They'd shout "Run!" when you could cross.

I entered the building through the main entrance doors which took me into the main lobby area. This

entrance was on ground level and there are no steps to it. As I entered I saw a lift lobby to the left and a

staircase off it. In the lobby was also a glass staircase that went up to a concrete walkway and a

mezzanine floor. I didn't go up there. The lights were on so there was still electricity.

The air was mainly clear but there was a light haze of smoke. It wasn't uncomfortable in any way. It was

no more than you might experience if you were walking down a street and had passed by a bonfire. As a

result of I now have a particularly good cough that

alerts me if there's smoke. I didn't cough at any point. It did smell very strongly of burning but then there

was burning debris dropping down outside. The egress of smoke could have been coming through the

door opening and closing as the debris was still burning on the ground and surrounding the building.

1 also saw a large numbers of firefighters, waiting to be deployed up into the building. They had their

breathing apparatus (BA) masks round their neck and their kit on, but they were waiting to go in

The Main Breathing Apparatus Control for the firefighters at Grenfell Tower was in the Leisure Centre.

This is where they drew their resources from, before sending them forward to the ground floor lobby area,

and then up to the Bridgehead. It is at the Bridgehead, where crews are actually deployed and the
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individual breathing apparatus boards are located. Firefighters being deployed remove the tallies from

their BA sets and slide them into the breathing apparatus boards. In this way we know exactly who has

gone into which part of the building and at what time. A telemetry board 'talks' to the BA kit and tells us

how much air is remaining in any one set. There is also technology that enables the board to send signals

to the BA sets and there is a facility to press a button which sends an alert out to everyone who is wearing

BA in that building so that crews can be withdrawn. At Grenfell Tower, it was a constant feeding process.

As firefighters came back down from the tower, information was fed back in and they were de-briefed.

Firefighters came out, serviced their equipment, waited in the waiting area on the green and then got

deployed back through and back up again.

The firefighters were standing in groups in the lobby. Had there been a lot of smoke present, we wouldn't

have had them standing around in there. It's not good for anyone to breathe in lungsful of smoke, under

any circumstance, and firefighters cannot have their air compromised before they go under BA and are

committed into an incident. It's very rare to have that volume of firefighters waiting to deploy into a

building. I have never seen so many. Even in large scale fires, such as a warehouse fire where a lot of

breathing apparatus is being used, Firefighters would normally wait at the Entry Control Point. There

would also be a Safety Crew waiting. I've never seen such a large collection of firefighters standing,

waiting to be deployed, but not at the Entry Control Point.

At that time, I understood the Breathing Apparatus Entry Control Point was located at the Bridgehead on

the fourth floor. I also knew that the two officers in command at the Bridgehead, were Pat

GOULBOURNE and Richard WELCH. These are both Group Managers and as such do not wear

breathing apparatus. Consequently, at that point I knew the fourth floor was still clear air because they

were still operating in that air. They are two professional Fire Officers, and I know they would not

compromise themselves by standing in thick smoke nor would they compromise crews by having them

start up in thick smoke. Sometime later during the incident, I was informed that the Bridgehead moved to

the ground floor because the fourth floor became compromised. This is something that we practice.

I deliberately did not go to the fourth floor at that moment, because I'd only gone to get a small

situational awareness to then return back to Andy and do a briefing with him. I didn't intend to spend

long in the tower, it was just to give me a visual of what was going on, and what I understood was going

on However, my understanding at that time was that the fourth floor Bridgehead were deploying
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resources throughout the building, predominantly tasked to search and rescue. The tasks were based on

information that was being relayed to them by the FSG Command Unit.

I could see that on the ground floor hallway walls, people had been writing on them to record where

people had come out from etc. It's obviously really important that we try and capture this information.

We normally have a board that we take to the Entry Control Point that is specifically designed for writing

this information on, but it was in no way a big enough size to record the information that night. These

boards are designed to record potentially two or three calls and two or three Fire Survival Guidance bits

of information. The sheer volume and the scale of this incident meant that this board was not large

enough, so people had done the best they could and had written on the white walls.This was fine,

although I did say that photographs needed to be taken of it to capture that evidence in case we had to

evacuate the building. I did say to somebody, I can't recall who, "Just keep taking pictures as it gets

updated." That information was then being fed up to the fourth floor Bridgehead who were then

committing crews up and into the building. I think at that point; this information was being relayed by

runners because the radio communications were so poor in the building. I saw a number of people who

were not in breathing apparatus who were acting as runners. While this is more time and energy

consuming it gives you a better relay of information, if the radio communications are not working

properly.

Whilst there, I was aware that there was a 'Fire Fighter Emergency' in progress, which means that we had

lost a crew of firefighters and that we weren't able to locate them and were unable to communicate with

them. On a normal day, it's a huge anxiety to hear a Fire Fighter Emergency. I was already aware that the

communications in the building were very poor, and that we were finding it very difficult to communicate

with teams that had been committed. Given the volume of firefighters being committed, such a

communication problem was a frightening prospect.

My main purpose for going in there was two-fold; one was to give me an understanding of what the

situation was in that area, so that I could see for myself what was happening, and the second was because

I recognised the fact that it was an exceedingly frightening incident for any firefighter to be entering. I

would defy anybody, going into that building, and seeing the nature of what they were walking into, not

to admit to the fact they were petrified of what they were doing. My being in there as the Commissioner,

to go and speak to them and reassure them, was deliberately designed to provide some level of comfort.

To let them know that I was in there as well, that I was on the Fire Ground and supporting them all the
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way. I had conversations with a few people there, some of them officers, although I'm not sure who they

were. I know a lot of the south and central officers, but because I've never served in the West of London I

didn't know many of them. I recall I actually physically went and touched some firefighters when I spoke

to them, because I was not a hundred per cent convinced in my mind that everybody was going to come

out of there alive. The building was so hugely involved in fire; you cannot help but compare it to 9/11.

Whilst I knew it was a concrete structure building, I also knew that fact would not preclude a firefighter

getting caught in a situation. Firefighters have been known to die in high rise fires by cable entrapment,

and all kinds of things, so I just thought to myself I'm not one hundred per cent convinced that something

terribly bad couldn't happen to them. I wanted those firefighter to have a positive reinforced memory

before they went into the building of somebody saying nice things to them, being supportive and

demonstrating to them that somebody really cared. I did a bit of a pep talk saying: "Make sure you stick

together, make sure you stay together as crews, you're looking out for each other, you're doing a really

good thing, it's really important we get in there, there are still people in there, we can still help people". I

did a lot of that to people I'd never met before, just so they all went in, having had a bit of a boost and

thinking 'right I've got to go and do this and it's really important, I'm doing a great job' and that sort of

thing. I wasn't in the building long, I probably spent, perhaps five to ten minutes there.

I came out the tower and made my way back to the Command Unit. I became aware that a situation was

developing. There were large numbers of members of the public who had gathered and who were being

quite loud, understandably expressing anger and wanting to get back into the building to their loved ones.

I recall there was a background noise of angry people. The police had set up a cordon but were struggling

to contain people. My concern at that time was that there might be an issue for firefighters if members of

public started, really understandably, trying to get back into the building as that would have caused us

even more problems. I was aware of this issue as I made my way back to the Command Unit.

I think I got back to CU8 at 0335 hours. The TCG had finished at that point and Andy ROE was having a

conversation requesting that the police provide Public Order Response Units in order to achieve a Safety

Cordon. I came in at the end of the conversation and said 'Yeah I've just heard it's really loud out there,

there's lots of angry people out there'. At that point the police had agreed to get some additional resources

to prevent people from actually getting into the building.

I then had a conversation with Andy ROE and Matt COOK. Matt is one of our Operational Review Team

(ORT) who are the Quality Assurance Team for the fire ground during the incident. The other senior
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officer in this role was Mick McMULHOLLAND, who I mentioned earlier. Their role is twofold. At a

large scale incident such as the fire at Grenfell Tower, one of the ORT officers follows the Incident

Commander and conducts a quality assurance on what command decisions are being made, while the

other ORT officer is out actually on the incident ground looking at policies, procedures and safety with

regards to the actual fire-fighting. Because of the extreme circumstances they worked slightly differently

that night, so although they were doing that role, they were also providing reassurance and support to the

Incident Commander by double checking that his commands were in place. For example, the Incident

Commander thinks that he's given briefings for A, B and C, and the ORT quite often go out and find out

that people on the fire ground are doing X, Y and Z. The check back is so important. An Incident

Commander needs to know that the messages they think have been passed have actually been delivered

and the tasks issued are being carried out. Their role was to provide that reassurance. I understand that on

that night, Matt and Mick also performed a number of other functions and became involved in rescues

and various other things.

Matt COOK had come to the Command Unit to provide a Situational Report or ̀SitRep' of what was

going on. We used this opportunity to share information 3 ways, between myself, Matt and Andy. It was

at this point that I got the information that a tactical withdrawal of the fourth floor bridge head had

happened. The Bridgehead had been compromised and we were withdrawing back down to the ground

floor.

The responsibility of moving the Bridgehead is down to the commander at the Bridgehead because they

are the person that has the inside information in the building. They communicate it through the

Operations Commander. At this time, the Operations Commander was the former Incident Commander,

Andy O'LOUGHLIN. Andy had overall operational command and was responsible for all the tactical

decisions inside the building. The Incident Commander doesn't make such tactical decisions as (a) he

doesn't have detailed situational awareness and because (b) is he thinking about the whole of the incident;

resourcing, communications, water supplies etc. So the officers at the Bridgehead who were Pat

GOULBOURNE and Richard WELCH made the tactical decision and relayed this to Andy

O'LOUGHLIN who then informed Andy ROE.

At this point, GM Pat GOULBOURNE had also asked for the use of Extended Duration Breathing

Apparatus (EDBA). Front line fire engines have Short Duration Breathing Apparatus (SDBA) and Our

Fire Rescue Units (FRU) have EDBA. The EDBA can be worn for longer as it contains more air. We
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normally only use EDBA for specific incidents where you might have to travel longer to reach a fire, fight

it and return safely. SDBA, depending on how fit you are and how hard you're working, can last as short

as twenty (20) minutes, or even shorter if you're working really, really hard. EDBA can last nearly up to

double that length. Pat wanted to use EDBA to be able to get up to the fire floors and to conduct the

rescues. EDBA was required as the physical exertion of walking upstairs, wearing fire kits and breathing

apparatus in heat, and working in stressful circumstances meant that firefighters were using a lot more air.

They needed EDBA to be able to get to the higher floors.

In that same conversation, Andy relayed to me the information that he had, and we had a discussion

around the tactical plan; I asked him what the Command Structure was, who was reporting into who,

which officers were in which situation. He explained all of that to me and further explained who was in

charge of each sector, who the Safety Officers were and what their briefings were. Information sharing in

this way is a standard procedure for a Monitoring Officer and an Incident Commander. It gave me the

opportunity to ask him questions and also to be able to identify if there were any areas or problems that I

needed to highlight with him. It also gave him the opportunity to talk through everything that was going

on. We completed this normal process in a very calm and structured way.

In terms of the command structure, Andy ROE was the overall Incident Commander, Andy

O'LOUGHLIN was the Operations Commander and he had the Operational Sectors reporting into him.

Other Sector Commanders were reporting directly into Andy ROE.

Sector Commanders vary from incident to incident. At any fire you can choose to sectorise the building,

typically by the giving the external faces a number. You can then put a Sector Commander in charge of

each. You might not use all of them, but we number them in the same way each time so it's a recognised

number plan. If you just wanted front and rear sectors for example, you'd put a Sector Commander in-

charge of Sector 1 (normally the front of a building) and a Sector Commander in charge of Sector 3

(normally the rear of a building). Alternatively, you could look at the building and think that doesn't work

like that, so you could sectorise it by floor, so for example you could have Sector Commanders

responsible for the ground floor or for the fire floor etc. As a Sector Commander you are then responsible

for your area and the functions required therein may vary. For example, if you are in command of Sector

1 you would be responsible for the front of the building and firefighters who enter the building from

there. If you're in command of sector 3 you're responsible for the rear of the building and that may entail,

you deciding on what water you use or it might be about a rescue plan. So it's a way of designating a role
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for a Senior Officer to look after a specific function or area of the incident. We also deploy Sector

Commanders where there is a task that needs to be managed and looked after, for example we might

designate a Water Officer, a Resources Officer or a Press Officer. It depends on the nature of incident. In

any event, each Sector Commander has a tabard with the designation of their sector. We have Senior Fire

Safety Officers who conduct fire safety assessments of the building and they will get Fire Safety Officer

indicated on their tabard so that anyone on the fire ground knows their role. The Operations Commander

has the co-ordination for the roles that are front facing firefighting. Resource type roles can either come in

through a Sector Commander, Command support or they can go directly into the Incident Commander.

That night we had water issues. Firstly, you're never going to have enough water to put out a fire like

Grenfell Tower, and secondly, the water supply was being compromised by the debris falling onto the

hoses and severing them. A water officer role was assigned to address these issues. The FSG was a sector

in its own right with a Sector Commander who was reporting into Andy O'LOUGHLIN's because it was

fire related.

We also have Safety Officers who have the responsibility to monitor the safety of both the building, the

people and the firefighting operations. Each Sector Commander, has a Safety Officer with them,

specifically looking at firefighter safety in the fire-fighting operations. So for example, at its simplest, if

they were at a minor incident and a Fire-Fighter walked into a danger zone without their helmet on, they

would instruct them to wear it etc., but they are also looking at all the operations that are going on with

the specific view of safety. If at any point, they think that the area where they are located is being

compromised or there is a huge risk to safety, then they can evacuate all firefighters from the building. In

fact, any individual Fire-fighter, all the way up to the Commissioner, can evacuate a building by blowing

a whistle. We are all issued with whistles at training school and all taught the evacuation signal. It's your

responsibility as a firefighter, or anyone on the fire ground, that if you see a situation that you perceive to

be dangerous to life then you blow your whistle to commence evacuation of firefighters from the

building.

On that night Dave O'NEILL was the Senior Safety Officer. He is also one of my Urban Search and

Rescue Technical Advisors and so does a lot of work around buildings and safety. That night he was very

calm, professional and measured. He worked in conjunction with the police who provided safe access and

egress to building, by using their riot shields to deflect the falling debris. This was fantastic. It also

deflected a potentially bad situation with the public. As I mentioned previously, they were understandably
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upset and angry. Seeing police arrive with riot shields could have escalated the situation, but then they

witnessed them protecting us, so it all melted away as being a problem, which was really good.

The atmosphere on the Command Unit at that time was very calm, measured and controlled. Perhaps

Andy ROE' s experience as an Army Officer kicked in, as he just went into that zone. There was no sense,

in the conversations he and I had, that anything was out of control. Even though the circumstances were

so extraordinary and so terrible, our conversations were very measured very calm and very calculated

with huge amounts of consideration and deliberation. It was just a very good atmosphere to be able to

have that conversation about something that was so terrible but in a very calculated way.

The plan at that point was to get as much EDBA into the building as possible, in order to conduct search

and rescue and to access those flats that we knew were involved in FSG. Something we had to bear in

mind was that it was a terribly narrow staircase and that was then being compromised further by the

presence of hoses, taking up space and forming a trip hazard, and by firefighter in breathing apparatus.

We were trying to rescue people in effectively quite a small space so the plan was also about getting

reasonable numbers of resources in there, in a timely fashion to get to those floors and to make best

effects to try and get people out. We also had to consider access and egress from the tower, not just for

firefighters but also for those casualties we were bringing out. We didn't want to bring out a casualty and

then have them whacked on the head by a large bit of debris. So we had to consider how we do that

safely, how we then take them to the triage point for the LAS to then take them, and then make sure we're

recording who's coming out at the same time.

At this time Andy ROE and I had a conversation that, even though there may be a risk to firefighters,

while we believed there was saveable life, we would continue to commit crews into the tower to fire fight

and conduct rescue operations. The imperative was to save human life. The right to life is a basic function

of human rights and we were servicing that human right. However, for the first time ever, I had an over-

whelming continuous feeling of anxiety, of responsibility in committing firefighters into a building where

I could not guarantee their safety. I've never felt that way before, and I have been in charge at hundreds

of large scale operational incidents. It was a huge responsibility to know how many people were in there

and that we were just going to keep committing and committing, even though there was a potential risk,

but that was the decision we took.
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After this conversation Andy ROE left the Command Unit to go to the fire ground to update his own

situational awareness. I know that at 0339 hours he was on the Command Unit talking to me, explaining

decisions etc. I think he left about 0345 hours returning about 0406 hours, therefore leaving me 'in

charge' on the Command Unit for about 20 minutes.

In this period, he is still the Incident Commander, but as I am left on the Command Unit I have the

authority to make command decisions. As a Monitoring Officer I will not normally make command

decisions unless I am left in the position to do so or when an Incident Commander says to me 'can you

take command'. For example, a question might come in from the incident ground or from one of the

Safety Officers saying 'can we have permission to change a tactic' and I will make that decision because

I'm physically in the Command Centre. Andy left CU8 with a fire ground radio so that he could be

spoken to if something urgent came in to the Command Unit, but I also made decisions on his behalf

which were then logged and relayed back to him on his return. I did make a couple of decisions on his

behalf during that 20-minute period.

During our earlier conversation Andy and I agreed that a Dangerous Structure Engineer should come and

assess the building. During that 20 minutes I probably asked about seven or eight times to get hold of the

Dangerous Structure Engineer. I volunteered the Police to blue light' them in, because I wanted

somebody to come and make an assessment of that building for us.

I also had conversations with a Police Officer about the building opposite the tower and about the need to

make sure the building was clear and that everyone was evacuated.

I then made a command decision about the fact that people could re-wear the Extended Duration

Breathing Apparatus (EDBA). This is not something we normally do and I clearly remember being on the

Command Unit and articulating that decision. Our Short Duration Breathing Apparatus (SDBA) can be

worn more than once in extremely necessary circumstances. In this instance the firefighter will withdraw

from the building, change the cylinder of air and undergo a short fire ground test so that they can be

recommitted for specific tasks. It's something that we try not to do because of the physiological demands

on your body, but in circumstances where we need to, we can do it. We don't, as a rule, re-wear EDBA

because it's a longer physical duration of time to be under air. However, because of the exceptional

circumstances of the fire at Grenfell Tower and because we don't have as much EDBA as we do SDBA,
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the question was asked whether firefighter could rewear EDBA. I believe this question came from Pat

GOULBOURNE who was in charge at the Bridgehead and committing EDBA into the building. He came

in basically saying "We need more EDBA, can we get more?". At that point I said to the Command Unit

staff to order all the EDBA from the Brigade to come to Grenfell Tower. A further request was then;

"while we wait for that to arrive, can we re-wear EDBA?" I said; "Yes, in the exceptional circumstances

that are here now, we can re-wear EDBA".

It was actually more of a conversation as nothing is ever dictatorial on the fire ground. You make a risk

assessed judgement with the information you get given, typically from two way conversations. You'd be

mad if you ever stood there in isolation and made such decisions. I gave permission to re-wear EDBA and

at that point I also ordered for all of the EDBA in the Brigade to come to the fire ground, which is

something that's never been done before. This is because the EDBA is in different places across London

and located on different resources. But on that night, we wanted to get every single EDBA set to the fire

ground. The message went from our Command Unit to the Brigade Co-ordination Centre (BCC) who then

took on that task.

By this time, roughly around 0345 hours, we had 40 fire engines in attendance, and significant numbers

of Senior Officers, Specialist Officers and Specialist Resources deployed to Grenfell Tower. The fire was

impacting all floors from about the fourth floor upwards. The falling debris to the rear of the tower, i.e.,

the face adjacent to the train line, restricted our access as it was just too dangerous. Consequently, we had

no clear visual on the rear of the tower. However, I knew I'd seen fire on the front and the two sides of

the building and I'd also been inside, so I knew that the fire was impacting on all of the top floors

significantly. We also knew from the Fire Survival Guidance calls coming into control, that there were

still people alive in the building. I don't think these calls stopped until after 0400 hours. Also, we had

seen people at windows. At one point when I had been outside, I had seen people at windows on about the

11thand 12th floors who were obviously alive and waiting to be rescued. You're never going to stop going

in while you can see that.

There has never been another incident of this type. We have never had a building that has behaved like

this. I've been a firefighter for 30 years and I have never seen a residential building that is one hundred

per cent alight. I've been to factory fires where we have made a tactical declaration of firefighting
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'defensively', and by that I mean we fight it from outside the building. We might withdraw to this

position because the building is not safe, at risk of collapse or there are hazards in the building.

Alternatively, we can fight fires 'offensively' by committing firefighters inside the building. At this time,

at Grenfell Tower, we continued to firefight offensively, inside the building, as we believed there to be

saveable life.

Andy ROE then returned from the fire ground and gave an update. I think it was at this point that I went

out to the fire ground again, although my memory here is a little unclear. I recall entering the tower for a

second time via a different entrance and that this was before the riot shields were being used. The main

entrance was no longer accessible because of the falling debris. I went in round the back of the building

and we went in through a hole that had been made in a door. This took me into a kind of back hallway

which I think was a Day Care centre for children or something similar. As I entered there were a number

of firefighters sitting up on a higher level. As they saw me, The Commissioner, coming into the room

they leapt off this and to their feet. I thought this was a bit barmy and I said to them "For god's sake sit

down and rest. You're waiting to go in. Don't do that". When I revisited the building some weeks later I

realised I had entered through a small kitchenette area and it was a kitchen work surface that the

firefighters had been sat on.

I have no recollection what time I entered the tower on this occasion. However, I do know that it was

before the casualty came out of the 19th floor and hit one of my firefighters. I became aware of this

incident having returned to the Command Unit. I had not long been back on CU8 when Andy ROE, who

had also been out on the fire ground, returned and informed me that a member of the public had fallen

from, what I now believe to have been, the 19th floor and had impacted on one of our firefighter just in

front of him and Matt COOK. I believe I left the tower before the next TCG because I was then on the

Command Unit with Jackie McCONOCHIE and I have specific memories of decisions that I made there

during that time. Jackie has also recorded these as being between 0415 and 0434 hours.

I have a vague recollection of Andy ROE and I being together for a brief time on the fire ground to have a

conversation with Pat GOULBOURNE and Richard WELCH. I think this is during my second visit, but I

cannot be 100% certain. I think we spent a short time together on the fire ground and then I went back to

the Command Unit, but my memory around what happened then is very vague, I just know that I did go.
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Matt COOK has since told me about an event that happened when I was with him at the tower. He's

explained that when we went into the building on one occasion a very large piece of debris, about a 6 foot

in size, very nearly hit me. I have no recollection of this and assume that my brain is protecting me. I do

recall a firefighter shouting at me and I think it was probably a shout of warning. Subsequently, after the

incident, I went to North Kensington Fire Station and a firefighter apologised for shouting at me and said

to me "but it was really close governor". Matt COOK says we had a conversation at the time which went

something along the lines of "That was really close, that nearly got you". Apparently I had laughed and

said "But it didn't." Matt was very traumatised by it because he thought I was going to die but I have no

recollection of it whatsoever. The amount of debris that was coming down from the outside of the

building was indescribable. It was like being under attack whilst trying to do your job. I remember

thinking of all the things that were really difficult, just physically getting in and out of the building was a

hazardous event. It was already a complicated and really difficult operational incident and the falling

debris meant that we were taking our lives in our hands by just trying to get in and out of the building. I

think it was there, at that point, that Andy ROE and I had a conversation on the fire ground.

On returning to the Command Unit from this second visit to the fire ground, I remember making 3

specific decisions.

I remember a Watch Manager knocking on the door of the Command Unit to tell me he needed to leave

the fire ground, and my response being; "It's not really convenient right now", whilst thinking that this

was a very odd conversation to be having. He persisted saying "No you don't understand I have to go and

I said "Look I'm really sorry but as you can see I was thinking that this was barmy when he said to me,

"You don't understand "Then I understood' I agreed that we could facilitate him

leaving provided we knew who he was, where his team was located and who was looking after them etc. I

explained that we couldn't release his fire engine and that he had to make his own way. I think he

eventually got a lift from a Police Officer.

I also recall ordering a 20 pump relief, so that half of the machines at Grenfell Tower could be changed

over and crews given welfare breaks.

I also gave approval for tactical ventilation to be brought to the fire ground in the event that it could be
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used to try and clear some smoke logging. There was no specific plan of where they were going to do it at

that time, it was about having the resource available in case they could use it. Tactical ventilation is

something that's relatively new to London. It's effectively a big fan which can be used to push smoke out

of a building. It has to be done in a very controlled manner because, if not, it can increase fire as the same

wind that pushes smoke out can also increase the volume of fire. There has to be a ventilation path in and

a path out, so that the smoke can leave the building. If it's used properly it can get rid of hot gases and

smoke making the situation more tenable for both the firefighters and the members of the public.

There were also a number of other conversations that I recall taking place. I reiterated again about

recording the information that had been written on the walls of the ground floor of the building. This

conversation was with Mick MULHOLLAND. I said to him to ensure that this information was

continually photographed as at that point I was still not convinced the building would not come down. If

the building had collapsed, we'd have lost all that information and then wouldn't know who we'd taken

out of the building and where we believed people to be.

A further TCG meeting at the Command Unit was scheduled for 0430 hours. Andy ROE had once again

gone to the fire ground just before this took place. He was due back on the Command Unit for this

meeting but was late by about 5 minutes because he'd been delayed on the fire ground. I'd actually begun

the TCG meeting without him. I introduced myself and had started the conversation before he came in

and took over. I decided to stay for this meeting because there was a lot of key information being shared

by partners.

At the TCG meeting we physically have people attend the Command Unit from lots of different strategic

partners. Who attends, depends on the incident. Typically, we would have the Police Bronze on scene

Commander, the Local Authority Liaison Officer, the London Ambulance Service (LAS) and senior

ranking LFB personnel. We may also have a presence from TFL if the incident was on a major road or

rail network, and also Gas/Electricity providers. We can call whoever we want to be there if they are

involved in any decision making process which could help resolve an issue.

The TCG meeting is about sharing information and gives everyone a situational update on what each of

the different partners are doing. The meeting follows a pre-set agenda of which we have copies on the
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command unit. Notes of the meeting are typically taken by the command unit staff. The meeting starts by

asking if any partners have any priorities. I don't believe there were any priorities at this TCG meeting.

We gave a SitRep of where we were with tackling the fire and rescuing casualties, which hadn't really

changed a great deal since the last TCG. We had unknown numbers of people believed involved, the riot

shields were in place so the LAS and London Fire Brigade were coming in under those. The LAS gave an

update on casualty figures. The Police gave an update on what they were doing and what resources they

had there. The Local Authority talked about 'Rest Centres' being set up and where people were being

directed.

I think it was at that point that I said I was concerned by the number of people being evacuated from the

tower who were walking the streets and who appeared not to have been swept up and in the care of Police

or the Local Authority. I had spoken to a number of people when I'd walked back to the command unit,

and they were wandering round in a complete daze having come out of the building, clearly in shock. I

was really concerned that nobody had put them somewhere, not least of all for identification purposes.

The Local Authority Liaison Officer from Kensington and Chelsea was there but they were completely

over-whelmed by the volume of how much needed doing and how many people there were.

After this TCG, and up until the next time that I know I'm in the building at about 0830 hours, I spend a

lot of time on the Command Unit with Andy talking through plans, making tactical decisions and

attending TCG's. These conversations are recorded by Jackie McCONOCHIE. I also spent a lot of time,

perhaps an hour, on the fire ground talking to firefighter who have come out of the building, discussing

their welfare, discussing what they had seen and done in the building. I walked around the whole footprint

of the fire. This is the period of time when I have the least recall of what I actually did and when.

In looking at DAC/5, I can say that I was outside talking to firefighter for about an hour after the TCG

had finished. I had a conversation with Andy ROE about the fact that I was going out to talk to Fire-

Fighters. It was a clear June day and it was getting light from about 0430 - 0445 hours. I remember

looking up at the building at that time and thinking 'it's still bloody well on fire. We've been here hours

and it's still on fire, when is this ever going to end?' Typically, you don't have fires that just continue to

be so challenging and to burn for so long, it just never happens. It was awful. I kept looking at the

building thinking I know there are still people in there. It was very difficult because you want to just be
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able to put everybody in there all at once, but you physically can't do that because of the size of the

stairwell and other issues around access. For example, I was aware that there was more than one dead

person on the stairs and that it was very difficult to get passed them. It just seemed like we had been

doing it forever; forever committing crews in, forever helping people coming out.

I spent time talking to firefighters, both in the area of the tower and amongst those that were sat on the

grass near the leisure centre. They were standing in groups, sitting and rehydrating, servicing their BA

and getting ready to go back in again. I looked at the volume of people who had worn BA. I could tell

who had been inside the tower because they looked completely knackered, they were sweaty and their fire

kit was dirty. It was overwhelming to see how many people had been committed into the fire and had

clearly worked so hard.

This is where I encountered several firefighters in floods of tears. A number of firefighters, not known to

me, had physically burst into tears in my arms. I've never ever had that on the fire ground. Generally,

firefighters will see a traumatic event, such as a fatality, but they will carry on dealing with the incident

I've never seen people actually in tears on the Fire Ground like that, I've never experienced such an

overwhelming volume of people absolutely physically drained and exhausted and in visible shock from

what they had seen and experienced.

In speaking with them everyone kept saying "It's just so hot in there, it's so difficult to get through the

heat, the smoke". They all just kept saying, "We gave it everything, we're giving it everything, we're

doing our very best, we've worked as hard as we can". Every single one of them just kept saying to me

"We're trying really hard; we promise we're trying really hard" as though they felt they had to explain it

to me. I could see they'd been doing their very best. They told me how far up they had gone, what floors

they had reached. Some of the firefighters had been in twice. There was almost a kind of desperation in

them because they just wanted to get back in and do it again, even though they were physically exhausted.

They just wanted to keep trying. It was very hard for them to be sitting there looking at the building,

seeing what was still going on and wanting to get back in.

During this time, I was also aware we had had at least one, if not two, firefighter emergencies where we

had lost crews of firefighters, but then relocated them again.
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I recall that a very nice couple let me use their loo a few times. This was in Treadgold Street, near to the

Command Centre. Although there were toilet facilities in the 'Rest Centre' it was just too far to keep

going backwards and forwards and I didn't want to be off the Command Unit for too long.

At some point I had a conversation with Pat GOULBOURNE outside the tower about the structural

integrity of the building. He told me we had crews committed and doing work up to the 12th floor, but that

they couldn't get any further because of the heat and the fire spread. He was very focused on trying to get

to the 18th floor. He had something in his mind, a piece of information. I didn't ask him the detail but I

suspect he had received some information about a family and/or children. He was obsessed with trying to

get to the 18th floor, but at that point I knew we could not get beyond the 12th .

There was also an unpleasant but quite a detailed conversation about a bariatric fatality that we had on the

stairwell. She was causing quite a severe obstruction and the crews were finding it very difficult to move

her. Several crews made endeavours to try, but they were really struggling in the heat and the

circumstances. She was causing a real problem with access and egress on the staircase because she was so

very large. She was very obviously dead, but they didn't have the facility to move her. The crews wanted

to move her somewhere out of dignity to her, and also because it was not a pleasant situation when they

were having to step over her, especially when trying to bring other people out the building. I think Matt

COOK and Mick MULHOLLAND were involved in this conversation along with Andy ROE and

probably Andy O'LOUGHLIN. The conversation about this poor woman happened on more than one

occasion because it was such an issue. Eventually she was dragged onto a landing. I believe these

conversations took place on the Command Unit.

I was on the Command Unit for the TCG meeting at 0550 hours as I think it was at this meeting that I had

a conversation about the fact that I was very, very concerned about the mental welfare of the firefighters.

I had a very early conversation both with the Command Team and then later on with the Mayor about the

fact we would need additional support for counselling and wellbeing because it was very apparent very

early on how significantly traumatic this was going to be to the firefighters who were involved in it.

At some point I went and read a statement to the press at the cordon on Latimer Road. This might have

been at about 0630 hours, but I'm not sure. The press office had drafted me a statement to read so I
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literally went up on my own, read the statement, and came back again without giving any comment or

conversation. You have to release certain amounts of information to the press because otherwise they

become completely 'un-manageable'.

It was at some point after the 0550 TCG meeting that the structural engineer finally arrived and he went

out to the fire ground with Dave O'NEIL. He came back with some mixed but useful information. In his

view the building wasn't about to totally collapse, but he couldn't guarantee it. As long as the fire hadn't

been burning for more than four hours it was going to be okay but by this point it had been burning for

more than four hours. His view was that the central core, so the part of the building that's built around the

lifts, the staircase and the central lobby area which goes all the way up, would be okay, but he couldn't

guarantee that the edges, so where the flats were on the corners, wouldn't be subject to collapse.

Consequently I felt better informed on the structural integrity of the tower but the information had not

improved our risk assessment and implementation of additional safety controls We made a judgement call

that it hadn't come down so far, and because there were still people in there, we were going to carry on

committing. Because it was now daylight, we had people looking at the outside of the building for any

structural changes.

At that point I had a conversation about ensuring we had sufficient resources. We were trying to plan

going forward, because we genuinely had no idea how long the incident was going to go on for. We had

to ensure we had enough resources for this incident, but also for protecting the rest of London. I don't

think Andy ROE was present for this conversation. I recall asking our Co-ordination Centre to contact the

out of London Fire and Rescue Services on our surrounding borders to see if they had additional

resources that they could share with us, especially EDBA. I also cancelled our 'Status 7' facility, which is

where an operational officer or senior officer can come 'off the run' for fire calls if they have a meeting

etc. I just said that no officers were to come 'off the run' as we needed them all operationally available.

At this time during the incident, we believed that here was still saveable life and so we were still in the

rescue phase. Consequently, I was still in the role of Monitoring Officer.

I next recall being in the tower, talking to crews, at 0825 hours. At this time a gentleman was brought out

alive from the 11thfloor. I was completely and utterly shocked. I was stood in the main lobby area when I
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saw crews coming out with him and I just remember thinking 'that's really odd, there's someone coming

out'. I couldn't believe that there was somebody, wearing dark goggles, effectively walking out. He was

supported on either side by firefighter but was not being carried out. I now know that this gentleman is

blind and I think because he didn't know what was going on, he had never panicked. He was lucky in

where he had been located in the building, and I think he may have been the person I had seen on an

11thfloor window at one point.

I can't remember what time we made the decision that we thought there was no more saveable life. It was

really difficult to have that conversation because nobody wanted to stop believing that there were more

people to come out. DAC/5 shows that at 0845 hours we move from the Rescue to Deceased Recording

phase but we were still talking about saveable life at 0930, although I think it was more of a hope. The

problem was that, it was very difficult to understand what was going on because there were certain parts

of the building that were not as badly affected as others; some of it was catastrophic but some of it, lower

down, was not. You don't know at that point whether somebody is hiding in a cupboard. Small children,

for example, hide in really small places. So you don't ever want to make a declaration that you're not

searching for people while there is still the vague chance that you could find somebody who had hidden.

It was no one person's decision. It was about feedback from the crews coming out, feedback from the

officers in the building along with people looking outside the building and making a judgement call on

that. It was about a team of people having a reasonable conversation about what could feasibly be

happening.

I would say from 0930 onwards we probably knew there was not going to be any chance, but we were

still talking and behaving as though there could people in there, and we wanted to make absolutely sure

before we came out. We had a conversation that the fire was potentially survivable up to the 18th floor,

but because of the severity of the burning above this, it was unlikely that anyone was still alive. None of

us had seen that before so it was very difficult to make that call to say it's not survivable. I think it was

some considerable time before we actually made that proper declaration.

Our response changes when we move from rescue to recovery. If we believe there is no saveable life, we

will commit fewer crews inside, because the building is still potentially unsafe. At Grenfell Tower, we

were still putting the fire out. We had to do the right things to put the fire out, but then it became about
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minimising any further disruption because it had now become a crime scene. We were obviously very

aware very early on that this was going to be a major investigation and a major crime scene because of

the nature of the incident. Our Firefighters are trained that when they find people in fires, alive or dead,

they have to have a clear picture in their mind of what they did, where they were, what doors they opened

and closed etc., and also that as soon as they are no longer rescuing people, then they must try and

minimise any disruption so as not to make it harder for the fire investigators and the police teams.

I phoned Charlie PUGSLEY at 0825 hours. He is our Lead Fire Investigator and he is also the person

who's worked on our policy around information gathering to assist the police. I called him and asked him

to come to the fire ground to lead on the co-ordination of taking notes from firefighters before they went

home. It was arranged that all the firefighters got funnelled over to Paddington Fire Station where they

then wrote notes while people's memories were fresh and they were clear about their actions during the

incident. We wanted to make sure we had captured all of that information. We've learnt lessons from

previous incidents, that when people speak to each other afterwards their own personal memory can be

affected. Collective memory is a well-known phenomenon and is not something people do deliberately.

We were trying to get some information written down on the night to give people some sort of clear

memory prompt as to what they'd actually done.

We also had counsellors at Paddington so that every single firefighter saw one of our counselling team

before they went home. It was about identifying high risk people who had been severely traumatised by

this incident and those people that it had affected by bringing back previous issues. Placing counsellors at

Paddington was about trying to get the first steps in place because I recognised really quickly, that this

was going to be so difficult and so different for people.

Throughout this time, I was still liaising with the Commissioners Group as regards resources. For

example, there were night watch crews, some of them who weren't going to leave the fire ground until

1400 - 1500 hours, but who were due back on duty that night. We had to consider how we managed the

\ el fare of crews and how we maintained cover for the London Fire Brigade area. A lot of our equipment

and resources were tied up at Grenfell Tower and a lot of equipment was destroyed and damaged, so it

became about how we were going to keep London Fire Brigade operating effectively.
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I then decided that the first two crews who attended, from North Kensington, should be allowed to leave.

However, because their pump and pump ladder were so imbedded into the initial part of the incident, we

couldn't get their engines out. We had arranged for mini buses to come down and ferry crews backwards

and forwards, but rather than sending these particular crews back via Paddington for the de-brief, I

allowed them to walk back to their own station and had a Senior Officer meet them there to conduct the

debrief. They were the first crews that had attended Grenfell Tower, they were the most tired and the

most impacted. They just wanted to go back to their own fire station and to shower and have welfare.

Actually I think it just did them good to have a bit of a walk and some fresh air rather than be ferried

somewhere else. They were visibly traumatised by the events that had happened to them. They had come

on duty the previous night at 2000 hours, and it was now about 0830 hours, so they had been at the

operational incident for about 8 hours. They were completely exhausted and just needed to be able to go

back to the station and have a bit of a refuel and rest together. Part of the debriefing our crews do is

actually amongst themselves, so it's really important they have the time to be together and spend some

time talking to each other.

At about 1000 - 1030 hours, we scaled down operations and it stopped being an active operational rescue

scene. I was less involved in the incident command side of things and became more involved in the

strategic, outward facing London aspect. Technically as I was still on the fire ground I was still in the

Monitoring Officer role, but I was not as involved with the Command Unit and the Incident Commander.

I was far more involved in the strategic London focus and dealing with not only the Press but the

Ministers and the political intervention. The log won't show me doing that because I left the Command

Unit and was out on the incident ground making phone calls. I still checked in onto the Command Unit

and was in contact with them, but I would say that from that point forward I was probably doing far more

of the outward facing work.

I spoke to Roy WILSHER who is the head of the National Fire Chief's Council. He was doing a lot of

work coordinating with the Home Office and Government so I had several conversations with him. I think

I spoke to the Mayor and the Mayor's Office twice, about whether or not they would be able to give us

access to additional Counselling and Wellbeing through the GLA.

During this time, we also agreed for an aerial appliance from Surrey Fire and Rescue Service to come up
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and provide assistance with the later phases of the incident. Considering the comments from the structural

surveyor who proposed that the edges of the building might not be structurally sound, it was very useful

to have an aerial appliance to gain an overview of the outside of the building.

Dealing with the press was quite time consuming. This involved walking up to the press lines, doing the

interviews, answering lots of questions, coming back to the Command Unit and having a debrief. I don't

know how many press briefings I gave but we do have them all on tape. We were also co-ordinating who

was going to come down to the scene, and how that was going to work. I recall the new Police and Fire

Minister for London, was one of those who came to the fire ground. The Mayor also came down to the

scene and I walked round the fire ground with him. I also did a press briefing with him. Because I was

there at Grenfell Tower for all of that afternoon and the whole of the next day, and a lot of people visited

the scene in that time, I have a hazy memory of who came on which day.

There were also ongoing conversations about body recovery. We had to consider all those casualties on

the stairs, not just the bariatric fatality. Ideally we would want to leave them in place for the police,

however we actually needed to move them out of the stairwells because it was hampering access and

egress. We had conversations with the police about how to do that, how to make space, how to take them

out whilst recording the right information. I think that by then we were also talking about the Disaster

Victim Identification (DVI) Teams coming out.

At 1130 hours Andy ROE handed over the role of Incident Commander to AC Dom ELLIS. The last time

I went into the tower was at about 1500 hours. On that occasion I went in and up to the 13t1i and 14th

floors.

I eventually left the fire ground at about 1700 hours. That day was genuinely like no other. In driving

home from the incident I stopped at Old Kent Road fire station, just to have a cup of tea and a chat. It can

be quite lonely being an officer at times. When you're a firefighter you go back to your station and you're

with the rest of your crew and you de-brief with them. I think I stopped there for about 45 minutes and it

was really great to have a chat with some people. It wasn't a watch that had been there, they were they

day duty watch, but they were obviously fully aware. I went home, had something to eat and went to bed.

I was up the next day to be back at Kensington Fire Station for 0630 hours. I was back at Grenfell Tower
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at 0700 hours to do all the political and media work. The whole thing from then onwards has not really

stopped being an active issue.

My knowledge of the initial fire and our response to it.

I was informed relatively early on that the fire at Grenfell Tower had started on the 4th floor. I was given a

flat number at the time, although I don't recall it now. The crews reported that the fire was believed to

have started in a domestic appliance in the kitchen. That was the information given to them by the owner

or the key holder of the property, who had left the building when the fire had started. This was very early

on and there was no reason to doubt him. The initial crews that went in had located, and they believed,

extinguished the fire in the kitchen. The initial Incident Commander, the Watch Manager from North

Kensington Mike DOWDEN, stood outside the property. At that point he could then see the fire on the

outside of the building and so he then incrementally asked for additional resources as the fire spread up

the outside. The Group Manager that subsequently came on, Richard WELCH, declared the fire a 'Major

Incident'. That not only attracts the additional resources but obviously the joint response from other blue

light partners. This had all happened before I arrived.

It was a very severely developing fire in that it was consuming the outside of the building. It would have

been very difficult for any Fire Officer standing on the incident ground to have understood what was

happening to the building, because buildings don't behave like that and we never see that type of fire

spread. Had people seen it spreading they would have believed it was only the external facia of the

building and there would have been no thought that it was going inside, because fires don't burn and

spread like that. There is a building in Dubai called 'The Torch' which is a huge high rise building and it's

caught fire twice in the last three years. But even though the fire went up the external part of the building

it actually went out within about two hours, without ever impinging into the building.

I believe we had sufficient resources at the time. Even if we had been able to magic a hundred firefighters

to the scene in the very first instance, we couldn't have committed a hundred firefighters into the building

all at once. There was a very narrow entrance and staircase which residents were using to self-evacuate.

Lots of people were coming out of the building very early on. If you then push a load of firefighters into

the building you actually stop those people coming out. It then becomes about working out a strategic

plan to get in and deal with the incident. The first crews thought that they were dealing with the fire inside
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a building in a flat but then outside the building something else is happening. Whilst trying to correlate

these two pieces of information we then had further information from Control saying that Fire Survival

Guidance is happening. All of these were strange and disparate bits of information that we had to get

together and try and make sense of in a set of circumstances that has never happened before.

The building and factors that impeded our firefighting and rescue efforts.

Here I should like to discuss the use of the Rising Main. Since 1985 any building built with over 18 floors

has to have a 'Wet Rising Main'. This is a shaft of water in two pipes that is fed by a supply which is

constantly charged, so if you open an outlet on any floor, water will come out. There should be an outlet

on every floor that we can plug our hoses into. The water will come out because it is fed by a pump and it

is automatically supplied. Prior to 1985, buildings were only required to have a Try Rising Main'. This

is essentially the same thing, but without the water in them. We, the LFB, put the water in them by

plugging in hoses from our fire engines which in turn plugs into a hydrant outside and we charge the

water into risers. Grenfell Tower, although it was over 18 floors high, was built prior to 1985 and only

had a dry rising main.

A dry rising main is only ever expected to supply a maximum of three to four jets. Normally we have 2

firefighting jets on a floor that's on fire. This is usually sufficient because you don't get more than one

floor on fire. If the fire spread to another flat, we could get a jet up from the floor below and that's still

fine. In order to have extinguished this fire we would have needed two firefighting jets per floor. At

Grenfell Tower there were 20 floors on fire. We would have needed 40 jets. There was never ever going

to be enough water in that building for us to extinguish that fire. As soon as the fire started breaking out

on the floors it was never going to be a fire that we could tackle and fight because the water suppliers

would not allow it. Even if we had taken water from outside it was still the same ring main, the same

water that supplies the tower, so there was only ever a limited amount of water. We were never going to

get jets onto the floors to fight it. It was an impossible task because there was no way of dealing with it.

The dry riser was not sufficient. It would have been sufficient to respond to a single compartment fire,

absolutely, but not to respond to a multi compartment, multi floored fire.

Also, our hose into the dry riser was damaged several times by falling debris. We plug in 2 lines of hose

from the fire engine into the dry rising main in order to charge it. However, it is only normal rubber hose.
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It's not armour plated. If you get falling debris coming down on it, it can burn through or cut through the

hose It did this on a couple of occasions, so they had to lay out new lengths of hose. That was a problem.

Also, the smoke should never have gone into the communal parts of' the building. When I was driving to

Grenfell Tower I was listening to the FSG information and they were reporting people on all floors saying

"I can't go into the hallway because there's smoke in the hallway". People whose flat is on fire, will

likely leave in a panic and, understandably, not shut the door at which point that floor might become

compromised by smoke. Buildings are supposed to have doors that then stop that smoke from travelling

upstairs. There should be a door from the stairwell, and the flats themselves will have front doors, so there

should be sufficient barriers to stop fire and smoke spreading. Once there is thick black smoke in a

communal stairwell, people will not go out and into that stairwell to come down. In fact, British buildings

are not designed for people to evacuate, because they are designed for the fire to stay in the compartment,

for us to go in and put the fire out. Then, if they want to, people can, subsequently, leave the building.

Anyone that's not in the compartment with the fire, should be safe. But the Grenfell building did not

behave like that because it didn't stay in that compartment. Firefighters who had been inside talked about

the fact that the fire was spreading across the floors and the fact that all of the communal parts were

affected. Fires were going from one side of the building to the other, inside and outside, and no one had

ever seen that happen. From that moment onwards we were fighting against something that should never

have happened, and a building behaving in a way that it should have never behaved.

The whole of the building was on fire, I've never seen a building where the whole of it was on fire.

Nobody has ever seen that and it was completely incredible it was so alien to anything I had ever seen. On

seeing the tower my first thought, and only hope, was that given that the building was under renovation,

that a plastic netting had been put over the building to catch debris and other various bits from falling out,

and it that was the netting which had caught fire. When this happens it can look quite dramatic briefly

because the whole of the outside of the building will burn, but then it goes out. Many firefighters had the

same thought, because you do not expect a solid structure to burn like that on the outside. It just doesn't

happen.

Furthermore, I've seen bits come out of buildings but I've never seen anything where a building just

sheds debris like it did at Grenfell Tower. There was a lot of it and it was strewn all around the building.
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When I first arrived it was raining down everywhere and was alight. It fell for hours. By the end, the

tower was surrounded, literally feet deep, in charred bits of debris.

Once it was burning, there was nothing that anyone could have told us about the building that would have

given us any assistance whatsoever. We did ask for plans at one point but I'm not sure we ever got them. I

don't recall ever seeing them but to be honest I'm not sure they would of helped. There should have been

plans in a fire box in the lobby, but we already knew how many flats there were on each floor and that

was about as good as it was going to get. Plans would never have told us about the people that were in

there. I don't think there was any other resource that could have been given to the brigade that would

have made a difference, not once the fire had taken hold.

I believe we had sufficient resources at Grenfell Tower. The LFB had enough fire engines as they needed

to supply the dry rising main and we also had aerial appliances there.

We had 2 aerial appliances on the scene during the incident. We had one that was pitched and was

helping to provide water on the outside of the building, but very early on it became comprised by the

falling debris and it was catching fire. It became completely unsafe to keep it operating there. There was

also an aerial ladder platform on the grassy area to the front of the building that was just trying to provide

a bit of spray and a bit of water cover. The problem here was that water was being drawn from the same

source that supplied all our jets. If you take all of the water to use on the external firefighting aerial

appliance it can affect the water inside the building. Imagine trying to run your garden hose, your bath

tap, run your kitchen tap all at the same time. You won't get the same amount of water out of each of

them, as it's the same amount of source water being distributed. Also, we couldn't get that aerial very

near to the building because the debris was just causing the fire engine to catch fire. In fact, they actually

had a jet trying to put the fire engine out. At which point it was decided that there's no point in adding to

the fire by having a fire engine on fire outside. It was doing no meaningful good.

The fire engines were in place long before I got there. It's a very tightly congested residential area so it

was very difficult to get a lot of the resources near to the building. We had a lot of crews who had parked

quite a long way away who then had to run down with all their equipment. It's impossible in such a tight

residential area. You will only get a certain number of fire engines in close and then we have to think

about not blocking the access and egress for ambulances etc. It is very much about a balancing act. It's
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also worth remembering that appliances came from all over London and so lots of them were not familiar

with the area. They will have made best efforts to get as close as they could and then run with the rest of

the equipment.

On arrival, the officer in charge of each fire engine will go to the Command Unit with a nominal role

board. The board has a bit at the top which says which fire engine it is, for example, North Kensington's

pump ladder, it has the date and then it's got names of all the firefighter that are on that fire engine. It is

our safety check so that we know who's on the fire ground at any one time. The Command Unit keep that

record of all the fire engines and personnel in attendance, and the crews will be tasked from there as to

where they go and what job they do. People don't just turn up and freelance, they're given direction and

then they go and do their job.

There were problems with the communications during the incident. I know that the Bridgehead were

having problems communicating with the Firefighters who were being committed into the building. I

think at one point they tried to do a tactical withdrawal but the alert signal to the BA wearers in the

building did not work. There were also problems relaying messages from the Bridgehead to outside the

building. In this instance we were using runners a lot. What they didn't want to do is attempt to send a

message and not be sure whether it had been received. By physically sending runners we knew that

messages were being received by real people.

No other Fire Service, outside of London, has the level of resource that we've got to respond to such

incidents. I've spoken to other Chief Officers who have said, 'Had that happened on my patch we would

not have been able to do what you did'. Physically more people would never have helped us and there

was no more equipment that could have helped. Once that fire had taken hold, I don't believe that there

was anything that we could have done, or had, that would have made a difference.

The Stay Put advice.

This is part of our Advice and Guidance about keeping safe in the event of a fire in a high rise building.

'Stay put' is just the specific bit of advice that we can relay to people in the event of a fire in a property.

It's not predominately around high rise, as it depends on where a fire happens and where you are in

relation to it. We make a decision about whether or not you're going to be safer if you remain in your
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property, or whether it's safer for you to try and leave your property.

Initially Control Officers will take the calls. They will ask a set of questions to determine whether or not

they think the person is better staying where they are. This decision is based on national advice which is

based on the fact that buildings in UK are not designed for everyone to evacuate. If suddenly everyone

self-evacuates, we can't get in and we can't put fires out. So what would be a small compartment fire

could spread, if lots of people came out and we couldn't get in. Ideally, we would get in and put the fire

out. People are safer staying where they are, unless the fire is in their compartment at which point the

advice is then to leave if you can.

Control have an initial conversation with the person and will react to the information that the person is

giving them. The Incident Commander could make a judgement to say that people should leave a

building, but it is not something we're experienced in because fires vary rarely go beyond the

compartment of origin. Also, it's all very well saying 'Get everybody out' but then how do you get them

out? There are no communal alarms in buildings such as Grenfell Tower. You can't press a button and

have all the front doors open. It would physically require someone to go and knock on every single door

and tell people to come out, but when you've already got people saying there's smoke in the stairwell and

that they can't get out, then it becomes very difficult. Consideration has to be given to those people who

are not mobile; bedbound people, people in wheelchairs, people with very large groups of small children,

people with breathing difficulties etc. If they have clean air in their compartment, the advice would be

that they are much better off staying there and waiting for the fire to be put out and that we will come and

get them. That's how it works normally and that's what people expect to happen.

On that night, there was a decision to change the advice before I got onto the fire ground, and that was

made by Andy ROE. The advice changed from advising people to stay put, to advising people to leave if

they could.

The Aluminium Composite Material (ACM) Cladding

Following the fire at Grenfell Tower, we had a Performance of Review Command which is a structured

debrief. It's a normal procedure where the Incident Commanders all talk through their time of being in

Command. I wanted to identify things that we could deal with differently in the future. I wanted them
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identified before any other investigation identified them because, for me, it is about London Fire Brigade

learning. We can no longer think that another fire like Grenfell Tower wouldn't happen, because we've

seen it happen, and now we have to be able to deal with it.

We now know those residential buildings which have got the ACM cladding. Steps are being taken by

local authority and private housing owners to take the cladding off, because it's the only thing that will

make the building safe.

Those buildings that have ACM cladding now have full evacuation plans in place. So we now know that

where there's ACM cladding, the responsible people, have put 'wakeful watchers' in place. These are

people who physically walk around the building and in the event of a fire will evacuate the whole

building straight away.

There are a number of interventions that have been put in place as a short term measure while that terribly

flammable substance still exists on the outside of buildings. We've increased our predetermined

attendance, i.e. the number of fire engines, we send to incidents at those buildings. If our Control Room

take more than one call to a high rise building and if anyone mentions the fact that the outside of the

building is on fire then, we send 10 fire engines straight away, we get a message to the Incident

Commander and we send the right level of Officers. So we've put these interim steps in, but are hoping

that we never have to use them. We've shared that information nationally, because it's not just about

London. Buildings all around the country have the same cladding.

The fire at Grenfell Tower was unprecedented. It was an incident like no other. We had to do so many

different and challenging things, and its right and proper that we have an investigation and an inquiry.

However, my overwhelming sense, is that London Fire Brigade should never have been put in that

position to have responded to that incident in that way. It has truly damaged some people who witnessed

some terrible things and who will never forget them. They will wear the scars for the rest of their life. I

did not know for quite a long time whether that building was going to stay up. I did not know whether I

was going to end up having to report back to say that Firefighter had been seriously injured or worse.

People will quite rightly have questions, but for me I could not be more proud of the absolute

commitment and dedication of the firefighters. They were clearly terrified of going into Grenfell Tower.
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When I went to that building and looked up at it, and looked at the debris and at the severity of the fire,

my thoughts were that if I was a firefighter being committed to those upper floors, I would be terrified.

But they did it. They went in there, they worked as hard as they could to rescue as many people as they

could. The difficult bit now is about people levelling criticism at them, when they put their lives on the

line.
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